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Ž .The convergence of Iterated Function Systems IFSs is guaranteed by Banach's
fixed point theorem, which requires that all functions in the IFS are contractions
for the same distance function. Here we consider IFSs composed of affine maps in
Žthe plane, and distance functions induced by elliptic norms the unit ball is an
.ellipse . Every affine map of spectral radius less than 1 is contractive for some
elliptic norm, but there exists no norm for which all such maps are contractive.
Here we seek the set of all elliptic norms for which a given affine map is
Ž .contractive the compatibility domain , and we show that the geometry of the
compatibility domain depends on the nature of the eigenvalues: real and distinct,
double or complex. An IFS will converge if and only if the compatibility domains
have a nonempty intersection. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In a complete metric space X , attractors of iterated function systems
Ž .IFSs constitute an important family of fractal sets. This family includes
self-similar and self-affine sets.
Ž . Ž .Let H X be the metric set of all compact sets in X . As demonstrated
w x Ž .for the first time in 8 , every finite family of contractions in X the IFS
Ž .gives rise to a contraction in H X . The Banach theorem is applied to
Ž . Ž .prove the existence of a unique fixed point of H X the attractor .
Hutchinson's paper proves the existence of attractors not only in the space
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Žof compact sets, but also in the space of finite measures on X where the
.attractor is a fractal measure or multifractal and in the function spaces
pŽ . Ž .L X where the attractor is a function X “ R . These ideas were widely
Ždeveloped and put into applications by the Georgia Tech group see, e.g.,
w x .2, 9, 4 , but this reference list is not exhaustive .
Let us mention that several areas of research have been developed from
this starting point, for example the study of attractors obtained from
w xalmost sure convergence in an IFS defined with probabilities 4 , the
w xanalysis of weaker form of convergence 3 , or the investigation of the
Ž .In¤erse Fractal Problem, where an IFS attractor measure or function
w xwithin a specified distance from a given target is obtained 7, 6 .
The Banach theorem works only when all maps in the IFS are contrac-
tions with respect to the same metric on X . The well-known self-similar
sets in a finite-dimensional Euclidean space are attractors of IFS made up
with similarities that are all contractions for the Euclidean distance. But
other distances must be chosen in some cases. For example, self-affine,
w xnondifferentiable functions are constructed in 5, Chap. 11 . Their graphs
are attractors of a family of affine maps, whose linear part is lower
triangular. These maps are not contractions for the Euclidean distance in
general.
What happens if an IFS contains maps that are contractions for differ-
w xent distances? This question 1 is crucial in some applications. For
example, the ``inverse fractal problem'' consists of finding the best IFS, in
the sense that its attractor approximates a given set with reasonable
accuracy. However, it is not guaranteed that the maps will be contractions
with respect to the same distance. If this problem arises, the classical
algorithms do not converge and a compact attractor cannot be found. A
simple example of two incompatible contractive maps is given in Section
2.2: no common distance can be found, and there is no compact attractor.
The goal of this paper is to investigate this question in a very simple
context: the space X is R 2, and the functions involved are affine transfor-
mations of R 2. Every such function is a contraction if and only if the
spectral radius of its linear part is strictly less than 1. We investigate the
following problem: given a 2 = 2 matrix, with eigenvalues less than 1 in
modulus, find all possible distances on R 2 for which it is a contraction.
We do not answer the general question here, but rather consider the
special case where the distances considered are norms of R 2 induced by a
scalar product. Such norms have a unit ball whose boundary is an ellipse
centered on the origin. We call them elliptic norms. Even though all norms
are equivalent in R 2, a matrix with spectral radius less than 1 is not a
contraction for every norm in general. We say that such a norm N is
compatible with a matrix A if A is a contraction in the metric defined by N.
We give in this paper a general description of the family of all elliptic
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norms compatible with a given matrix, following the cases where the
eigenvalues are real and distinct, double, or complex.
In Section 2, we set the mathematical notations and review related
results. In Section 3, we introduce the compatibility equation, which deter-
mines the condition for which a norm is compatible with a matrix. The
family of all compatible norms is represented as a subset of the unit disk,
the compatibility domain. The boundary of this domain is formed with
parameterized curves. Sections 4]7 describe the geometrical shape of the
domain, following the nature of the eigenvalues. Finally, Section 7 puts
several matrices together and gives some conditions for the existence of a
common compatible norm.
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
2.1. Iterated Systems of Affine Transformations
An affine application in the real plane can be written as
f x s Ax q b,Ž .
where x, b g R 2, and A is a linear transformation of R 2. In the canonical
 4basis B s i, j , such a transformation has a matrix representation de-
noted by
ba a 1x x11 12f s q .y yž / ž /ž / a až / ž /b21 22 2
Ž 2 .Let H R be the set of all compact subsets of the plane. Every continu-
Ž 2 .ous transformation f leads in a natural way to a transformation of H R
as follows:
2 2 <;E g H R , f E s y g R ’x g E s.t. f x s y . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Notice that the same notation f is used both for the point and the
corresponding set function.
2 Ž 2 . w xFor any norm N in R , the set H R is a complete metric space 2
when endowed with the Hausdorff metric:
h E, F s max sup inf N x y y , sup inf N x y y . 4  4Ž . Ž . Ž .N ½ 5
xgE ygFygF xgE
Given a finite system of affine maps,
 4S s f , f , . . . , f ,1 2 K
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Ž 2 .the action of S on H R is defined as
K
S E s f E ,Ž . Ž .D i
is1
w xusually called the Hutchinson operator 8 . The iteration of S is the
repeated action of this operator:
K
on oŽny1.S E s f S E .Ž . Ž .Ž .D i
is1
2.2. Contractions
Ž .The transformation f x s Ax q b is a contraction for the norm N if
sup N f x - 1,Ž .Ž .
Ž .N x s1
which is equivalent to
sup N Ax - 1.Ž .
Ž .N x s1
 4Being given a system f , f , . . . , f where all f are contractions for a1 2 K i
certain norm N, then the corresponding operator S is a contraction for
h . In this case, the Banach Fixed Point Theorem implies that for anyN
onŽ .initial E the iterated sets S E converge to a unique fixed point E in‘
w xthe sense of the Hausdorff metric 8 :
h Son E , E “ 0. 1Ž . Ž .Ž .N ‘
The compact set E is called the attractor of S. It should be noted that all‘
h are equivalent metrics, so that the convergence, when it exists, isN
independent of the norm N.
w xThe following observations can be found in 1 :
1. A norm for which the matrix A is contractive is said to be
compatible with A. Such a norm exists if and only if the spectral radius of A
is - 1. Here is an example of a compatible norm: let P be a matrix whose
columns are eigenvectors of A in the case of real eigenvalues, or the real
and the imaginary part of one eigenvector of A in the case of complex
eigenvalues. Define the proper norm N asA
t t'N x s x P Px .Ž .A
Then the proper norm is compatible.
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2. Given any two norms of the plane, one can find an affine
application that is contractive for the first norm but not for the other.
Therefore, no specific norm is compatible with all contractive matrices.
3. We deduce that there is no ideal norm for testing the contractivity
property of a system S. Even though all f have spectral radius - 1, thisi
does not imply that there exists a norm compatible with all matrices A . Ifi
there exists no such norm, the system is made up with incompatible
contractions. In this case, the attractor may not exist. For example, the
w xtransformations 3
1 11 02 2x xf x , y s f x , y s 2Ž . Ž . Ž .1 21 1y yž / ž /ž / ž /0 12 2
are incompatible: Indeed, f (f has a spectral radius larger than 1 and1 2
 4therefore is not a contraction for any distance. For the system S s f , f ,1 2
onŽ .the iterated sets S E do not converge in general.
2.3. Elliptic Norms
A scalar product in R 2 is determined by a symmetric, positive definite
matrix B. The corresponding norm
t'N x s x BxŽ .
 t 4is an elliptic norm. The open unit ball D s x Bx - 1 is bounded by anB
ellipse of center 0. A proper norm N is elliptic.A
We want to study the convergence of iterated function systems in the
metric induced by elliptic norms. We notice that contractivity properties
are preserved under a change of scale, so that we need only consider
Želliptic norms for which the major axis of the unit disk is unitary the
.spectral radius of B is 1 .
Ž .Such norms can be identified by two parameters, e, u , where 0 - e F 1
is the length of the minor axis and 0 F u F 2p is the polar angle of this
Žaxis, as illustrated in Figure 1. Further redundancy can be eliminated by
w wlimiting u on 0, p , but this would add unnecessary boundary considera-
.tions to the analysis. The corresponding norm is denoted N .Ž e, u .
In Sections 3]6, we study the following problem: given a 2 = 2 matrix A
Ž . Ž .of spectral radius - 1, find the set of points e, u in polar coordinates
such that the elliptic norm N is compatible with A. This set is calledŽ e, u .
the compatibility domain of A. The origin 0 is a center of symmetry. Since
A is contractive at least for the proper norm, the compatibility domain is
nonempty. By continuity, we expect this domain to be an open set in the
closed unit ball defined by e F 1.
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FIG. 1. The unit ball of the normalized, elliptic norm N .Ž e, u .
3. COMPATIBILITY DOMAIN
3.1. Conditions of Compatibility
Ž . < <Let A s a be contractive, with eigenvalues l , l such that l - 1,i j 1 2 1
< < Ž . Ž .l - 1. The determinant is det A s l l , and the trace: trace A s l q2 1 2 1
Ž . Ž .l . Let V A , h A be two real numbers, such that2
22 2 2 2V A s 1 y l 1 y l s 1 q det A y trace A ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .1 2
and
h A s a y a .Ž . 12 21
Notice that
2 t 2h A s trace AA q 2 det A y trace A ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and that h and V are invariant under an orthogonal change of basis.
Let N be an elliptic norm, as in Section 2, and let B be theŽ e, u .
symmetric, positive definite matrix such that
t'N x s x Bx .Ž .Ž e , u .
Ž .Let B u be the orthonormal basis obtained from the canonical basis by a
rotation of angle u . In this basis, B is represented by the diagonal matrix
1re2 0 ,ž /0 1
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and A by the matrix
a u b uŽ . Ž .w xA s ,u ž /c u d uŽ . Ž .
with the special case
a 0 b 0Ž . Ž .a a11 12 s .a až / ž /c 0 d 0Ž . Ž .21 22
Note that
h A s b u y c u 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
is independent of u . Using these notations:
THEOREM 1. The following conditions are equi¤alent:
i. The norm N is compatible with A.Ž e, u .
ii. The spectral radius of By1At BA is - 1.
iii.
trace By1At BA - 1 q det2A. 4Ž . Ž .
iv.
2b uŽ .
2y c u e - V A . 5Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /e
Ž .Equation 5 , which will often be referred to below, is called the compatibility
equation.
Proof. 1. The matrix A is contractive with respect to N if and onlyŽ e, u .
if the following condition is fulfilled:
 t t 4sup x A BAx - 1.
tx Bxs1
We look for the maximum value of the quadratic form x tAt BAx, subject to
the constraint x t Bx s 1. Using the method of Lagrange multipliers, we
solve the system:
= x t At BAx s m= x t Bx , 6Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0
x t Bx s 1. 7Ž .0 0
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Ž .Expanding 6 , we get
At BAx s mBx , 8Ž .0 0
or
By1At BAx s mx .0 0
In other words, x is an eigenvector of By1At BA for the eigenvalue m.0
Ž . t Ž .Multiplying 8 on the left by x and using 7 ,0
x t At BAx s mx t Bx s m. 9Ž .0 0 0 0
Therefore, the maximum value of N on its unit disk is equal to theŽ e, u .
y1 t Ž . Ž .maximum eigenvalue of B A BA. This proves that i is equivalent to ii .
2. The characteristic polynomial of By1At BA is
P m s m2 y trace By1At BA m q det2 A .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . 2Ž .Note that 9 implies that the roots of P are positive. Since det A - 1, at
least one of the roots of P is - 1. Therefore, the two roots are - 1 if and
Ž . Ž .only if P 1 ) 0. This gives 4 .
Ž .3. Expressing A and B in the basis B u , we get
2b uŽ .y1 t 2trace B A BA s trace A y 2 det A q y c u e .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /e
Ž . Ž .From this, one easily verifies that 4 can be written as 5 .
Ž .Remark 1. We know that 5 is satisfied for some value of u and e. For
Ž .any fixed value u s u , the set of values of e for which 5 is verified is an0
w xopen interval of 0, 1 , possibly empty. The different behaviors are illus-
trated in Figure 2.
Remark 2. The special case e s 1 corresponds to the Euclidean norm
t'Ž .N x s x x . Equation 5 implies that this norm is compatible with A if
and only if
< <h A - V A .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Now all we have to do is express the compatibility equation 5 in terms of
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A, and then find the compatibility
domain.
3.2. Solutions of the Compatibility Equation
We seek the solutions of
2b uŽ . 0 - V AŽ .2y c u e - V A with 10Ž . Ž . Ž .½ž /e 0 - e F 1.
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Ž . Ž .2FIG. 2. The curves f e s bre y ce for different values of b and c. This gives a
Ž . 2 2graphical solution of the inequality f e F V , 0 - e - 1, when V s 0.9. Case i: b s 0.16
x wand c s 0.2, no solution. Case ii: b s 1 and c s 5, e belongs to the interval e , e . Case iii:y q
x xb s 0.08 and c s y0.08, e belongs to the interval e , 1 .1
Ž . Ž .Remember that h A and V A are independent of u . Let
P e s c u e2 q V A e y b u c u e2 y V A e y b u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Equation 10 is equivalent to P e - 0. There are solutions only when P
has real roots, that is, for the values of u such that
V2 A q 4b u c u G 0. 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .When c u s 0, the set of solutions of 10 is given by
x x xS u s e u , q‘ l 0, 1 ,Ž . Ž . .y
where
< <e u s b u rV A . 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y
Ž . Ž .When c u / 0, P is an even fourth-degree polynomial. If 11 is verified,
the two positive roots are given by
2< <'V A y V A q 4b u c uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
e u s ,Ž .y < <2 c uŽ .
13Ž .
2'V A q V A q 4b u c uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
e u s ,Ž .q < <2 c uŽ .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .with e u F e u . The set of solutions of 10 is given byy q
x w x xS u s e u , e u F 0, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .y q
Ž .We need to separate the study of S u into three cases.
< Ž . < Ž . Ž .Case 1. h A - V A . The value e s 1 is a solution, so that e u -y
Ž .1 - e u , andq
x xS u s e u , 1 .Ž . Ž .y
The euclidean norm N is compatible with A. The compatibility domainŽ1, u .
Ž . Ž . Ž .has points in every direction. The function e u given by 12 and 13 , isy
w xcontinuous on 0, 2p .
< Ž . < Ž . x wCase 2. h A ) V A . The two positive roots are both in 0, 1 , or
x . Ž . Ž .both in 1, q‘ . The condition for being less than 1 is e u e u sq y
< Ž . Ž . <b u rc u - 1. Therefore,
¡ 2x we u , e u if V A q 4b u c u ) 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y q~S u sŽ . < < < <and b u - c u ,Ž . Ž .¢
B otherwise.
< Ž . < Ž .PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that h A ) V A . Then the following are true:
Ž .1. There exists a ¤alue u for which S u / B.
< Ž . < < Ž . < Ž .2. If u is such that b u s c u , then S u s B for all u in a0 0 0
neighborhood of u .0
Ž .3. There exists a ¤alue u for which S u s B.
 Ž . 44. By continuity, the set u s.t. S u / B is a union of disjoint, open
w xinter¤als in 0, 2p . If u * is the extremity of such an inter¤al, then
V2 A q 4b u * c u * s 0. 14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Equation 14 is equi¤alent to e u * s e u * .y q
ŽProof. 1. This comes from the existence of the proper norm Section
.2 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž2. To show this, notice first that if b u s c u , then h A s 0 A is0 0
. Ž . Ž .symmetric , which is impossible in this case. Therefore b u s yc u . If0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .11 is verified, then e u and e u exist, and e u e u s 1. Byy 0 q 0 y 0 q 0
Ž . Ž .continuity, this implies e u - 1 - e u in a neighborhood of u . Thisy q 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .is impossible Case 1 . Therefore, 11 is not verified at u , and S u s B.
< Ž . < < Ž . <3. Notice that for all u , b u s c u q pr2 . Since b and c
are continuous and periodic functions, there exists a value u such that
< Ž . < < Ž . <b u s c u .
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Ž .4. By continuity, either 14 is verified, or the following:
< < < <b u * s c u * . 15Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .But if 15 is realized, then S u s B in a neighborhood of u *, a
contradiction with the definition of u *.
< Ž . < Ž . Ž .Case 3. h A s V A . One root is equal to 1, and e u sy
< Ž . Ž . <b u rc u . Therefore,
< < < < < <x wb u rc u , 1 if b u - c u ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
S u sŽ . ½ B otherwise.
< Ž . < Ž .PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that h A s V A . Then the following are true:
Ž .1. There exists a ¤alue u for which S u / B.
Ž .2. There exists a ¤alue u for which S u s B.
 Ž . 43. By continuity, the set u s.t. S u / B is a union of disjoint, open
w xinter¤als in 0, 2p . If u * is the extremity of such an inter¤al, then
b u * s yc u * . 16Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Equation 16 is equi¤alent to e u * s e u * s 1.y q
ŽProof. 1. This comes from the existence of the proper norm Section
.2 .
< Ž . < < Ž . <2. For all u , b u s c u q pr2 . Since b and c are periodic
< Ž . < < Ž . <functions, there exists a value u such that b u ) c u .
Ž . Ž . < Ž . < < Ž . <3. Use the continuity of b u and c u to show that b u * s c u * .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Discard the case b u * s c u * Case 1 .
Ž .3.3. Critical Values of e u"
From the study of the three previous cases, we deduce that the compati-
bility domain will be bounded by the unit circle and the parameterized
Ž . Ž .curves e u and e u . Since the eigenvalues of A can be real distinct,y q
double, or complex, the three former cases will actually give nine cases,
producing compatibility regions of various types. Before going forward, let
us note the following:
1. The compatibility domain has points in every direction, if and only
< Ž . < Ž . Ž .if, h A - V A the Euclidean norm is compatible .
Ž .2. The angles u at which the functions e u reach an optimumc "
value can be obtained through implicit derivation with respect to u on
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Ž Ž .. Ž .P e u s 0. With the equality b9 s c9 obtained from 3 , we get
1 y e2
e9 s eb9 , 17Ž .2b q ce
for all u such that b q ce2 / 0. Therefore, the solutions u of thec
equation
b9 u s 0 18Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .are critical points for e u and e u .y q
 Ž . 43. In Case 2, let u * be a point of the boundary of u s.t. S u / B .
2Ž . Ž . < < Ž . Ž . Ž .'Then e u * s e u * s b u * rc u * . Since V A q 4b u * c u *Ž . Ž .y q
Ž . Ž .s 0, then b u * c u * - 0, so that
b u * q c u * e2 u * s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž ."
Ž . Ž .It follows from 17 that, if b9 u * / 0, then
< X < < X <lim e u s lim e u s q‘. 19Ž . Ž . Ž .y q
u“u * u“u *
 Ž . 44. In Case 3, let u * be a point of the boundary of u s.t. S u / B .
Ž . Ž . Ž . < <Then e u * s 1, and b u * s yc u * . Differentiating e s brc withy y
respect to u , we get
b b y cŽ .
Xe s b9 ,y 3ec
so that
2b9 u *Ž .
Xlim e u s . 20Ž . Ž .y b u *u“u * Ž .
4. THE CASE OF REAL, DISTINCT EIGENVALUES
We will proceed as follows for Sections 4, 5, and 6: expressing the
Ž . Ž .functions b u and c u in terms of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A,
< Ž . < Ž . < Ž . < Ž .then considering the three cases of Section 3: h A - V A , h A ) V A ,
< Ž . < Ž .h A s V A , and determining the geometrical shape of the compatibility
domain.
We suppose here that the eigenvalues l , l are real and distinct. Let1 2
a , b be the two eigendirections measured in the canonical basis, such that
Ž .0 F a - b - 2p and D ’ b y a F pr2. In the basis B u , these direc-
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tions correspond to the values a y u and b y u , so that
l 0a u b u cos a y u cos b y uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . 1s ž /ž / ž / 0 lc u d u sin a y u sin b y uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . 2
y1
cos a y u cos b y uŽ . Ž .
= .ž /sin a y u sin b y uŽ . Ž .
Therefore,
l y l2 1
b u s cos a y u cos b y uŽ . Ž . Ž .
sin D
21Ž .
l y l2 1
c u s y sin a y u sin b y u .Ž . Ž . Ž .
sin D
Let us introduce a new parameter:
2 21 y l 1 y l'V A Ž . Ž .Ž . 1 2
v ’ s . 22Ž .
< < < <l y l l y l2 1 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Using 12 , 13 , and 21 , one can get explicit expressions for e u andy
Ž .e u . Also,q
< <h A - V A m v tan D ) 1, 23Ž . Ž . Ž .
V2 A q 4bc ) 0 m sin 2 a y u sin 2 b y u F v 2 sin2D , 24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
< < < < < <b - c m tan a y u tan b y u ) 1. 25Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Here are three observations concerning e u and e u :y q
Ž . Ž . Ž1. e u s 0 for b u s 0, that is, u s a " pr2 or b " pr2 direc-y
.tions perpendicular to the eigendirections .
Ž .2. Equation 18 can be written as
sin a q b y 2u s 0.Ž .
The critical points are
a q b p
u s q k , k g Z. 26Ž .c 2 2
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The corresponding critical values are
sin D
2'e u s v q 1 " v . 27Ž . Ž .Ž ." c k1 y y1 cos DŽ .
3. The compatibility domain has one center of symmetry: the origin.
Also, since
e u q u s e u y u ,Ž . Ž ." c " c
the lines u s u are axes of symmetry.c
Case 1. v tan D ) 1. In this case, the Euclidean norm is compatible
Ž . x Ž . xwith A, and for all u , S u s e u , 1 . The compatibility region isy
connected. It is bounded outside by the unit circle and inside by two pair
of symmetrical, petal-shaped curves that join at the origin. These curves
Žtend to the origin in the directions a " pr2, b " pr2 perpendicular to
. Ž .the eigenvectors . The critical values given by 26 correspond to local
Ž . Ž .maxima of e u . If D s pr2 A is symmetric , all four petals arey
identical. See Figure 3.
Case 2. v tan D - 1. The Euclidean norm is not compatible with A.
Ž . x Ž . Ž .w Ž .For some values of u , S u s e u , e u . For other values, S u s By q
Ž .FIG. 3. a Compatibility region for a matrix with eigenvalues l s 0.9 and l s 0.99,1 2
Ž .eigendirections a s 0 and b s D s 608, so that v s 0.683. b Compatibility region for a
symmetric matrix with eigenvalues l s 0.9 and l s 0.99, eigendirections a s 0 and b s1 1
D s 908. In both cases, v tan D ) 1. The Euclidean norm is compatible.
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Ž . Ž .see Proposition 1 . Since D - pr2, 25 is equivalent to
a q b p a q b 3p
u g q , q mod p .Ž .
2 4 2 4
Ž .Proposition 1 and 24 show that there exists u * in this interval, such that
Ž . Ž . 2 2sin 2 a y u * sin 2 b y u * s v sin D. There are actually two such values
of u *, symmetric with respect to the middle of the interval. Setting
Ž . x wd * s a q b r2 q pr2 y u *, where d * g 0, pr4 , we obtain the defini-
tion domain
a q b p a q b p
u s.t. S u / B s q y d *, q q d * mod p . 4Ž . Ž .
2 2 2 2
The angle d * can be obtained by solving
2'sin 2d * s 1 q v sin D .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Note that d * ) Dr2. At u s u *, the two curves e u and e u join, they q
common value being
b u *Ž .
e u * s e u * s y .Ž . Ž .y q ( c u *Ž .
Ž . ŽEquation 19 implies that they have the same tangent line in the
.direction u * at this point.
The compatibility domain has two connected components. The boundary
is made up with two pairs of embedded petals, joining at the origin.
w x Ž .1. In the interval a q pr2, b q pr2 , e u forms the boundary ofy
one petal that closes at the origin, in the directions a q pr2, b q pr2;
Ž .the maximal radial value is attained in the directions u s a q b r2 q
Ž .pr2, its value being given by 27 .
Ž . wŽ .2. Uniting the curve e u on the interval a q b r2 q pr2 yq
Ž . x Ž . wŽd *, a q b r2 q pr2 q d * , and the curve e u on the intervals a qy
. x w Ž . xb r2 q pr2 y d *, a q pr2 and b q pr2, a q b r2 q pr2 q d * , we
get a second petal-shaped curve that also closes at the origin. The tangents
at the origin have the same direction as for the first curve: a q pr2 and
b q pr2. The maximum distance from the origin is again obtained at
Ž .a q b r2 q pr2. This curve is differentiable at all of its points different
from the origin.
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Case 3. v tan D s 1. This is the limit case between Case 1 and Case
Ž2. The matrix A is almost compatible with the Euclidean norm the
.contraction factor is exactly 1 . We have
1
e u s .Ž .y < <tan a y u tan b y uŽ . Ž .
For all
a q b p a q b 3p
u g q , q mod p ,Ž .
2 4 2 4
Ž . x Ž . w Ž .S u s e u , 1 . Otherwise, S u s B. At the boundary points of thisy
Ž .domain, the value of e is 1. Equation 20 givesy
4 4
X Xlim e u s y , lim e u s .Ž . Ž .y ycos D cos Du“aqbr2qpr4 u“aqbr2q3pr4
We deduce that the compatibility region consists of two connected compo-
nents. The boundary of every component is not in the compatibility
domain. A part of this boundary is an arc of the unit circle. At the
Ž Ž . Ž ..extremities of this arc that is, for u s a q b r2 q pr4 mod pr2 , the
boundary curve is not differentiable. At the origin, the curves are tangent
w x Ž .to the directions a q pr2 and b q pr2. In a q pr2, b q pr2 , e uy
forms a petal-shaped curve that closes at the origin. See Figure 4.
5. THE DOUBLE EIGENVALUE CASE
We suppose that l s l . We call l this value. If A is diagonal, then1 2
Ax s lx for all x: the compatibility domain is the entire closed unit disk.
Otherwise, A is not diagonalizable. There is a unique eigendirection a .
Ž .In the basis B u , this direction corresponds to the value a y u , so that
a u b u cos a y u ysin a y uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . l h AŽ .s ž /ž / ž /c u d u sin a y u cos a y uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . 0 l
t
cos a y u ysin a y uŽ . Ž .
= ,ž /sin a y u cos a y uŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž .where h A is given by 3 . Therefore,
b u s h A cos2 a y uŽ . Ž . Ž .
c u s yh A sin2 a y u .Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Ž .FIG. 4. a Compatibility region for a matrix with eigenvalues l s 0.8 and l s 0.97146,1 2
Ž .eigendirections a s 0 and b s D s 508. Here v s 0.83, and v tan D - 1. b Compatibility
region for a matrix with eigenvalues l s 0.5 and l s 0.953, eigendirections a s 0 and1 2'b s D s 608. Here v s 1r 3 , and v tan D s 1. In both cases, the Euclidean norm is not
compatible.
Let us introduce a new parameter:
V A 1 y l2Ž .
v ’ s .
< < < <h A h AŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Using 12 , 13 , and 21 , one can get explicit expressions for e u andy
Ž .e u . Also,q
< <h A - V A m v ) 1, 28Ž . Ž . Ž .
2 < <V A q 4bc ) 0 m sin 2 a y u - v , 29Ž . Ž . Ž .
< < < < < <b - c m tan a y u ) 1. 30Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Here are three observations concerning e u and e u :y q
Ž . Ž . Ž .1. e u s 0 for u s a q pr2 mod p .y
Ž .2. Using 18 , the critical points are
p
u s a q k k s 0, 1, 2, 3.c 2
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The corresponding critical values are:
1 p
e a q kp s , e a q 2k q 1 s v .Ž . Ž .y q ž /v 2
3. The compatibility domain has the same symmetries as in Sec-
tion 4.
Case 1. v ) 1. In this case, the Euclidean norm is compatible with A,
Ž . x Ž . xand for all u , S u s e u , 1 . The compatibility region is connected. Ity
is bounded outside by the unit circle and inside by two symmetrical,
petal-shaped curves that join at the origin. At the origin, these curves are
Ž .tangent to the direction a " pr2 perpendicular to the eigendirection .
Ž .The maximum of e u is attained in the directions a and a q p . Seey
Figure 5.
Case 2. v - 1. The Euclidean norm is not compatible with A. For
Ž . x Ž Ž .w Ž . Žsome values of u , S u s e ), e u . For other values, S u s B seey q
.Proposition 1 .
Ž .Equation 25 is equivalent to
p 3p
u g a q , a q mod p .Ž .
4 4
Ž .FIG. 5. a Compatibility region for a matrix with double eigenvalue l s 0.5, eigendirec-
Ž .tion a s 0, and h s 0.6. Here v s 1.25 ) 1: the Euclidean norm is compatible. b Compati-
bility region for a matrix with double eigenvalue l s 0.5, eigendirection a s 0, and
' 'h s 3 r2. Here v s 3 r2 - 1: the Euclidean norm is not compatible.
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Ž .Proposition 1 and 29 show that there exists u * in this interval, such that
< Ž . <v s sin 2 a y u * . There are actually two such values of u *, symmetric
with respect to the middle of the interval. Setting d * s a q pr2 y u *,
x wwhere d * g 0, pr4 , we obtain the definition domain
p p
u s.t. S u / B s a q y d *, a q q d * mod p . 4Ž . Ž .
2 2
Ž .The angle d * can be obtained by solving sin 2d * s v. At u s u *, the two
Ž . Ž .curves e u and e u join, the common value beingy q
1
e u * s e u * s s tan d * y a .Ž . Ž . Ž .y q < <tan u *
Ž .Equation 19 implies that they have the same tangent line at this point.
The compatibility domain has two connected components. The boundary
is made up with two symmetrical, petal-shaped curves, joining at the origin.
Ž . Ž .One of these curves is obtained by uniting the curves e u and e u ony q
w xthe interval a q pr2 y d *, a q pr2 q d * . The tangents at the origin
have the direction a q pr2. The maximum distance from the origin is
obtained in the same direction. This curve is differentiable at all of its
points different from the origin. See Figure 5.
Case 3. v s 1. This is the limit case between Case 1 and Case 2. We
have
1
e u s .Ž .y 2tan a y uŽ .
For all
p 3p
xu g a q , a q mod p ,Ž .
4 4
Ž . x Ž . w Ž .S u s e u , 1 . Otherwise, S u s B. At the endpoints of this interval,y
Ž .the value of e is 1. Equation 20 givesy
lim eX u s y4, lim eX u s 4.Ž . Ž .y y
u“aqpr4 u“aq3pr4
We deduce that the compatibility region consists of two connected compo-
nents. The boundary of every component is not in the compatibility
domain. A part of this boundary is an arc of the unit circle. At the
Ž Ž ..extremities of this arc that is, for u s a q pr4 mod pr2 , the boundary
curve is not differentiable. At the origin, the curves are tangent to the
directions a " pr2. See Figure 6.
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FIG. 6. Compatibility region for a matrix with double eigenvalue l s 0.5, eigendirection
a s 0, and h s 3r4. Here v s 1: the Euclidean norm is not compatible.
Remark 3. Graphically, the double eigenvalue case may be considered
as the limit of the real distinct eigenvalues case when D “ 0. The smaller
petals reduce to the origin, and we are left with only two petal curves for
the boundary of the compatibility region.
6. THE CASE OF COMPLEX EIGENVALUES
The eigenvalues are complex and are denoted l s r e" ig , where r - 1"
and 0 - g - p . Associated eigenvectors are v s v " iv . In the basis" 1 2
 4v , v , the matrix A is represented as1 2
cos g sin g
r .ž /ysin g cos g
By multiplying v by a suitable complex factor, it is possible to choose v" 1
and v to be unit vectors. Therefore,2
5 5 5 5v s v s 1.1 2
Moreover, if a and b define the directions of v and v , we can suppose,1 2
as in the real case, that 0 F a - b - 2p . Let D ’ b y a ) 0. By chang-
ing, if necessary, the sign of v , we assume that2
0 - D - p .
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Notice that we cannot assume D F pr2, as in the case of real eigenvalues,
Ž .without a loss of generality v and v are not interchangable . We have1 2
2 r sin g22 2 2'V A s 1 y r q 4r sin g , h A s . 31Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
sin D
We define a new parameter v as
1 y l l 1 y r 2q y
v ’ s , 32Ž .
< < < <l y l 2 r sin gq y
2 2Ž . Ž .'so that V A s 1 y r 1 q 1rv . The equality
a u b uŽ . Ž .ž /c u d uŽ . Ž .
cos a y u cos b y uŽ . Ž .
s ž /sin a y u sin b y uŽ . Ž .
y1
cos a y u cos b y uŽ . Ž .cos g sin g
= r ž / ž /ysin g cos g sin a y u sin b y uŽ . Ž .
gives
h A a q bŽ .
b u s 1 q cos D cos 2 y uŽ . ž /ž /2 2
33Ž .
h A a q bŽ .
c u s 1 y cos D cos 2 y u .Ž . ž /ž /2 2
Ž . Ž .Using 31 to 33 ,
< < < <h A - V A m v tan D ) 1, 34Ž . Ž . Ž .
V2 A q 4bc ) 0 35Ž . Ž .
a q b
2 2< < < < 'm cos D cos 2 y u ) 2 1 y v q 1 sin D ,Ž .ž /2
a q b
< < < <b - c m cos D cos 2 y u - 0. 36Ž .ž /2
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Ž . Ž .Here are some observations concerning e u and e u :y q
Ž .1. e u never takes the value 0.y
Ž .2. Equation 18 can be written as
a q b
sin 2 y u s 0.ž /2
The critical points are
a q b p
u s q k , k g Z. 37Ž .c 2 2
If D s pr2, all values of u are solutions; this case will be treated
Ž . w xseparately. If D / pr2, 37 yields four distinct critical points in 0, 2p .
Ž .The corresponding critical values are as in 27 :
sin D
2'e u s v q 1 " v . 38Ž . Ž .Ž ." c k1 y y1 cos DŽ .
3. To determine the nature of these critical points, we need to
Ž . Ž .calculate the second derivative of e u s e u at u s u . Taking the" c
Ž . Ž .derivative of 17 , with b9 u s 0, we obtainc
2e u 1 y e uŽ . Ž .Ž .c c
e0 u s y4 p , 39Ž . Ž .c 2 21 y e u q p 1 q e uŽ . Ž .Ž .c c
Ž .k Ž . Žwhere p s y1 cos D. At u , the curves e u is concave down concavityc
. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .directed to the origin if e0 u - e u , concave up if e0 u ) e u .c c c c
4. The compatibility domain has the same symmetries as in Section
4.
< <Case 1. v tan D ) 1. The Euclidean norm is compatible with A, and
Ž . x Ž . xfor all u , S u s e u , 1 . The compatibility region is connected, but noty
simply connected. It is bounded by the unit circle, and by the closed curve
Ž .e u , whose interior contains the origin. Let us distinguish three cases:y
2'1. D - pr2: Let D s arccos vr v q 1 . The condition v tan D0
Ž .) 1 is equivalent to D ) D . Equation 38 shows that the minima of0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .e u are in the directions a q b r2 q pr2 mod p ; the maxima are iny
ŽŽ . . Ž .the directions a q b r2 mod p . See Figure 7. The change of concavity
Ž . Ž .in the curve e u at u can be predicted with the help of 39 . We do noty c
ŽŽ . . Ž .write the details of these lengthy calculations. If u s a q b r2 mod p ,c
Ž . Ž . Ž .then the curve is concave down. If u s a q b r2 q pr2 mod p , therec
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FIG. 7. Compatibility region for a matrix with eigenvalues 0.618e" ip r6, v s 1. Then
Ž . Ž .D s 458, D s 798. In case a , a s 0 and b s D s 608. In case b , a s 0, b s D s 808. In0 1
< <both cases, v tan D ) 1: the Euclidean norm is compatible.
exists an angle D , depending on v, such that, if D - D - D , the curve is1 0 1
concave up. Otherwise, it is concave down. The exact value of D is given1
by
2'y2u q u q 4u
2'D s arccos , where u s v v q 1 y v .Ž .1 ž /4 y 3u
Ž . Ž .2. D ) pr2: The maxima of e u are in the directions a q b r2y
Ž . Ž .q pr2 mod p . The compatibility domain can be obtained directly from
the first case: obtain the compatibility domain for D9 s p y D, then rotate
it by the angle pr2.
3. D s pr2: A is the matrix of a similitude, and
2'e u s v q 1 y v .Ž .y
The compatibility domain is a disk, centered at the origin.
From now on, we will assume that D / pr2.
< <Case 2. v tan D - 1. The Euclidean norm is not compatible with A.
Ž . x Ž . Ž .w Ž .For some values of u , S u s e u , e u . For other values, S u s By q
Ž .see Proposition 1 . Let us first assume that
p
0 - D - .
2
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Ž .Equation 36 is equivalent to
a q b p a q b 3p
u g q , q mod p .Ž .
2 4 2 4
Ž .Proposition 1 and 35 show that there exists u * in this interval, such that
2 2< ŽŽ . . < 'cos D cos 2 a q b r2 y u s 2 1 y v q 1 sin D . There are actuallyŽ .
two such values of u *, symmetric with respect to the middle of the interval.
Ž . x wSetting d * s a q b r2 q pr2 y u *, where d * g 0, pr4 , we obtain the
definition domain as
a q b p a q b p
u s.t. S u / B s q y d *, q q d * mod p . 4Ž . Ž .
2 2 2 2
The angle d * can be obtained by solving
2 2'cos 2d * s 1 y v tan D .Ž .
Ž . Ž .At u s u *, the two curves e u and e u join, the common value beingy q
b u *Ž .
e u * s e u * s y .Ž . Ž .y q ( c u *Ž .
Ž . ŽEquation 19 implies that they have the same tangent line in the
.direction u * at this point.
The compatibility domain has two connected components. The boundary
is made up of one pair of symmetric, closed curves. These curves are
Ž . Ž . wŽ .obtained by uniting e u and e u on the intervals a q b r2 q pr2q y
Ž . x Ž .y d *, a q b r2 q pr2 q d * mod p . They are differentiable for all u .
Ž . ŽSee Figure 8. The change of concavity in the curves e u at u s a q" c
. Ž . Ž . Ž .b r2 q pr2 mod p can be predicted with the help of 39 . The curve
Ž . Ž .e u is always concave down at these points. The curve e u is concaveq y
Žup, but for very small values of v the compatibility region is closed to the
.unit circle .




can be treated by a rotation of pr2, as in Case 1.
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a q b p a q b 3p
u g q , q mod p ,Ž .
2 4 2 4
Ž . x Ž . w Ž .S u s e u , 1 . Otherwise, S u s B. At the boundary points of thisy
Ž .domain, the value of e is 1. Equation 20 givesy
4 4
X Xlim e u s y , lim e u s .Ž . Ž .y ycos D cos DŽ . Ž .u“ aqb r2qpr4 u“ aqb r2q3pr4
The compatibility region consists of two connected components. The
boundary of every component is not in the compatibility domain. A part of
this boundary is an arc of the unit circle. At the extremities of this arc
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..that is, for u s a q b r2 q pr4 mod pr2 , the boundary curve is not
Ž . Ždifferentiable. The change of concavity in the curve e u at u s a qy c
. Ž . Ž . Ž .b r2 q pr2 mod p can be predicted with the help of 39 . The curve is
concave up, but for very small values of v. See Figure 8.
" ip r6 Ž .FIG. 8. Compatibility region for a matrix with eigenvalues 0.618e . a a s 0,
< < Ž .b s D s 308, so that v s 1, and v tan D - 1. b a s 0, b s D s 458, so that v s 1,
< <v tan D s 1. In both cases, the Euclidean norm is not compatible.
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can be treated by a rotation of pr2, as in Case 1.
7. INTERSECTION OF COMPATIBILITY DOMAINS
Ž .Given a matrix A, let us denote by R A its compatibility domain:
R A s e, u s.t. S u / B and e g S u . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
This domain is studied and illustrated in Sections 4]6, using various types
of matrices. The following gives a sufficient condition for the Banach
theorem to apply:
 4THEOREM 2. Let S s f , f , . . . , f be a system of affine contractions,1 2 K
and let A be the matrix part of f . Ifi i
K
R A / B, 40Ž . Ž .F i
is1
then S has an attractor.
Ž .  4Every R A is determined by a set of parameters such as l , l , a , b ,i 1 2
 Ž .4 Ž .or l, a , h A following the case, but it seems difficult to express 40 in
Ž .terms of these parameters. A general procedure to test the validity of 40
Ž i.Ž . Ž . Ž .is to calculate the curves e u for every A , using 12 and 13 , and the" i
function
z u s min eŽ i. u y max eŽ i. u .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .q y
i i
Ž . Ž .Equation 40 is verified if and only if z u takes at least one positive
value, when u belongs to its definition domain.
Let us compare the compatibility regions of two matrices, in some
particular cases:
1. The matrix
a a11 12A s1 a až /21 22
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has the same compatibility domain as
a ya22 12A s .2 ya až /21 11
Ž .Notice that A A s det A I. Verify that A and A have the same1 2 1 1 2
Žeigenvalues and eigenvectors and the same h in the double eigenvalue
.case .
2. Let R be the rotation of center 0, angle pr2 in the plane.p r2
Then for all A:
R At s R R A .Ž . Ž .Ž .p r2
The matrices A and At have the same h and the same eigenvalues. Verify
that
Ž .a In the real, distinct eigenvalues case, where the eigendirections
Ž . Ž . tof A are a for l and b for l , then the eigendirections of A are1 2
Ž . Ž .b q pr2 for l and a q pr2 for l .1 2
Ž .b In the double eigenvalues case, where the eigendirection of A
is a , then the eigendirection of At is pr2 y a .
Ž . Ž .c In the complex case, the values a and b of A see Section 6
are changed in b q pr2 and a q pr2 for At.
Ž .For example, the two matrices of 2 have compatibility domains deduced
from each other by a rotation of angle pr2. They are disjoint: these two
matrices are incompatible. See also Figure 9a.
3. The matrices A and At are compatible if and only if the Euclidean
norm is compatible with A.
Verify that, in the case where the Euclidean norm is not compatible, the
compatibility domain of A is included in a cone of center 0, angle F pr2.
Using a rotation of angle pr2, one gets a disjoint domain.
4. Let A , A be two matrices with real, distinct eigenvalues, and1 2
a , b , i s 1, 2, be the corresponding eigendirections. If a - b - a -i i 1 1 2
b , then A and A are compatible.2 1 2
Ž1.Ž . Ž2.Ž .Verify that the corresponding curves e u and e u have a commony y
Ž .point different from the origin. In the neighborhood of this point, R A1
Ž .and R A have a nonempty intersection.2
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FIG. 9. Compatibility regions for two pairs of incompatible matrices A and A .1 2
.5 .75 .5 0a A s , A s .Ž . 1 2ž / ž /0 .5 .75 .5
.4 .2887 .8888 .3118b A s , A s .Ž . 1 2ž / ž /0 .9 y.7882 .0638
In this case, A has eigenvalues 0.4 and 0.9, eigendirections a s 0, b s D s pr3; A has1 2
complex eigenvalues: 0.55e" ip r6, a s y5pr12, b s ypr4. In every case, there is no
elliptic norm for which the matrices are contractive.
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